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About Safe Haven
Building DeFi solutions since 2017 for safely managing, storing and transferring digital assets.
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Team
Get to know who's building Safe Haven.
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Vision
What do we want to accomplish with Safe Haven?
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Partners
Who are the partners within our network?
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Patents
We have several patents to protect our products.
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Brand assets
Colors and visuals defining the Safe Haven brand.
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Merchandise
Become a part of our community by wearing our brand merch
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LiveInheriti®
World's first and only patented decentralized inheritance/backup platform.
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LiveSafeKey
The most secure Universal Two-Factor (U2F) solution on the market.
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LiveSafeSwap
Cross-chain bridge to atomic swap digital assets between different blockchains.
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LiveSafeID
One login for all Safe Haven products
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LiveFundRequest
A decentralized marketplace for open source collaboration.
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LiveComet 2.0
A decentralized browser-based wallet
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PlannedTrust Alliance Network (TAN)
Search amongst a wide range of distributed ledger related documents or professionals.
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PlannedThorBlock
The first solution to create pools and collect funds on the VeChainThor Network.
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Token Info
SHA token and its purpose
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Buy SHA
Places to buy SHA tokens
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Safe Nodes
Benefits of maintaining a Safe Node
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Staking Program
Rewarding loyal supporters
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 March 31, 2024 

 Project Updates 


Development Update 2024/03

In the fast-paced world of innovation and technology, it’s crucial to stay updated with the latest advancements. As we navigate through the ever-shifting development landscape, it becomes essential to provide our community with transparent insights into our progress.

Read post 
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 March 25, 2024 

 Project Updates 


Strategic Business Update

Recently we have announced our preparations of our marketing plan, the listing of SHA on XRPL, new listings on SafeSwap (more on that soon) and hinted at a very clear multi chain future for Inheriti®. We are now nearing the launch of our main product, the product where we’ve worked so hard for: Inheriti® 2.0.

Read post 
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 February 29, 2024 

 Project Updates 


Development Update 2024/02

Inheriti® 2.0 development saw another productive month behind the scenes as we further refined the user experience, continued our internal team testing and prepared for our CGM Ambassador testing phase. This month has seen improvements to the checkout process by seamlessly integrating Safe Node holder discounts, successful deployment of an inheritance plan on Vechain, invoicing for businesses and private users, and more!

Read post 
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 January 26, 2024 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update 2024/01

We remain steadfast in our intention of providing our community with up-to-date and sufficient information about the progress of Safe Haven and its products. To be sure we match expectations well, we initiated a vote to determine how frequently the community would like to receive Flash Friday Development updates. The community voted, with “Monthly updates” securing a 33% majority. Based on this outcome, the team has decided to publish Flash Development updates once a month, on the last Friday of each month.

Read post 
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 January 19, 2024 

 Insights, Project Updates 


A Year of Progress: Safe Haven’s Milestones of 2023

The journey through 2023 has shown our commitment, marked by significant advancements and strategic evolutions. Stepping into 2024, Safe Haven still upholds its vision of providing secure and decentralized solutions for digital inheritance and legacy transfer.
In this article we aim to provide a better understanding of the milestones we have achieved in the past year and the choices we have made along the way.

Read post 
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 January 12, 2024 

 Project Updates 


A Year of Promise: Safe Haven’s Roadmap 2024

We are pleased to share our Roadmap 2024. We have created a realistic plan that could potentially lead us to achieve beyond what has been outlined. Our Roadmap does not encompass our internal goals for 2024. For instance, our dedication to internal professionalization, specifically in the realm of regulatory compliance, and the expansion of our team are significant endeavors that are not explicitly detailed. 

Read post 
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 January 3, 2024 

 Project Updates 


Q&A Circulating Supply & More

As indicated in the weekly report to our community, Flash Friday December 22, 2023, we provide you with more comprehensive information regarding circulating supply, available financial resources, and other financial aspects of the Safe Haven organization.
This Q&A article elaborates on the questions shared in the community channels. With the article we aim to provide you with insights into our operations and decision-making processes.

Read post 
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 December 22, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/51]

At Safe Haven, amidst this changing landscape, we're in a reflective phase, finalizing our roadmap and vision for 2024. The festive slowdown gives us a moment to align our innovative solutions with the new, regulatory-focused world of digital finance.
That said, for the last time this year, let's delve into what's been happening at Safe Haven this week!

Read post 
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 December 22, 2023 

 Partnerships 


Baysed Labs Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate Inheriti® Backup and Inheritance Solution!

Safe Haven is excited to announced that Baysed Labs is fortifying recovery methods for their ecosystem, by partnering with Safe Haven and integrating Inheriti®, to ensure their community cryptocurrencies remain accessible via decentralized inheritance or personal backup plans.

Read post 
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 December 15, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/50]

⚡ Friday!
In an environment where security breaches are increasingly common, Safe Haven's approach to digital asset management is not just about building tools but fostering a culture of self-reliance and resilience.
Our products are developed to give you the confidence and autonomy to manage your assets securely.
We build products that empower users to take control of their own digital assets, free from the risks associated with middlemen and external vulnerabilities.
That said, let's dive in to what happened this week!

Read post 
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 December 8, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/49]

⚡ Friday!
Despite Bitcoin facing numerous downturns and being declared 'dead' numerous times – 474 times since 2010, to be exact, according to 99Bitcoins – the crypto world continues to demonstrate its tenacity and potential for recovery.
In the face of these challenges, Safe Haven always remained steadfast in its mission.
Just as Bitcoin continues to rebound and prove its critics wrong, we are committed to innovating and enhancing our solutions. From Inheriti® 2.0 to Comet 2.0. From SafeSwap to SafeKey.
We came to stay.
**This week's updates reflect exactly that dedication, so let's dive in to what happened this week!** 👇

Read post 
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 December 7, 2023 

 Press 


XRP Ledger Set to Welcome World’s First Digital Inheritance Solution

Inheriti®, the world’s first decentralized patented data backup and inheritance solution, is set to launch on XRP Ledger (XRPL).


Source:
 The Crypto Basic 

Read post 
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 December 5, 2023 

 Partnerships 


Anodos Partners with Safe Haven to Bring SHA and Inheriti® Plans On The XRP Ledger

Anodos is thrilled to announce a strategic partnership with Safe Haven, a pioneering force in digital inheritance solutions. Our collaboration aims to seamlessly integrate Safe Haven's SHA token and Inheriti® onto the XRP Ledger (XRPL).


Source:
 Anodos 

Read post 
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 December 1, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/48]

⚡ Friday!
With a staggering $363 million lost to thefts, scams and exploits, November has been marked as the most "damaging" month of 2023.
The need for heightened security and self-sovereignty in the crypto space has never been more apparent.
In these times, when security in the crypto world is being tested, we're here to offer solutions that put control and safety back in your hands.
Let's dive in to what happened this week!

Read post 
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 November 24, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/47]

⚡ Friday!
This week, the crypto world has been shocked with significant developments at Binance, highlighting the end of an era.
But, it’s also the start of a new one.
The crypto industry is entering a new phase marked by increased regulatory scrutiny and a push towards more mature and compliant business practices.
We see these shifts not as hurdles but as opportunities to reinforce the strength and reliability of our products.
**That said, let’s dive into this week’s updates and see how we are preparing for a future where crypto is not just innovative but also secure and compliant.** 👇

Read post 
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 November 17, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/46]

⚡ Friday!
As the world watches brands like Ferrari and influential figures like Elon Musk navigate crypto, we at Safe Haven are gearing up to ensure our community is well-prepared for what lies ahead.
Let's dive in to what happened this week and how we’re preparing for the future!

Read post 
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 November 10, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/45]

⚡ Friday!
There's some interesting news coming up that could be a big deal for Bitcoin and the broader crypto market. Right now, there's a chance that the SEC will finally say yes to a bunch of Bitcoin ETFs within the next week or so.
If approved, we could see the next week setting a historic precedent for the market.
While we're waiting to see what happens, we're focused on making sure Safe Haven stays solid. We're all about making crypto management something everyone can be part of and take care of for himself.
**Let's dive in to what happened this week!** 👇
✅ Optimism Live on SafeSwap
✅ Additional ways to get SHA tokens
✅ Binance Blockchain Week Istanbul
✅ Minor Comet 2.0 Updates
And more! Read the full FF update.

Read post 
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 November 10, 2023 

 Press 


Safe Haven Elevates Interoperability for Optimism

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM / Safe Haven, a pioneering blockchain technology company, announced its next milestone on November 1st, 2023, as they proudly revealed the successful integration of OP Mainnet into their bridging platform, SafeSwap. The integration expands the possibilities for developers by providing them with an atomic swap bridge to facilitate seamless transfers of native tokens to and from the Optimism ecosystem.


Source:
 Yahoo Finance 

Read post 
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 November 3, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/44]

⚡ Friday!
Through the highs and lows of the industry, we’re keeping our eyes on the prize here at Safe Haven.
Staying true to our course, we’ve been busy building and refining, ensuring that our community stays ahead of the curve with secure and user-centered solutions.
Let's dive in to what happened this week! 👇
✅ Startup Stage Winners
✅ First Week of Comet 2.0
✅ November Staking Program
And more! Read the full FF update here!

Read post 
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 October 27, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/43]

⚡ Friday!
From Bitcoin setting new records against several inflation-hit currencies to Nigeria finally warming up to the crypto game after months of hesitation, it's clear the world is rapidly recognizing the potential of digital currencies.
However, it's not all rosy.
With Trezor battling phishing campaigns and the SEC's Gensler reminding everyone of the regulatory challenges that the crypto world faces, it's evident that staying secure and compliant is more crucial than ever!
This brings us to why Safe Haven exists, so let's dive in to what happened this week! 👇
✅ Comet 2.0 Public Beta Launch
✅ Opportunities on Startup Stage
✅ Optimism Testing on SafeSwap Successful
✅ SafeSwap UX Improvement
✅ Make Money as Safe Haven Ambassador
And more! 

Read post 
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 October 27, 2023 

 Announcements 


Make Money with Safe Haven’s Ambassador Programs

Safe Haven believes in the strength of community engagement and outreach. That's why we have developed a series of Ambassador Programs which enable you to earn rewards while spreading awareness. This article gives an overview of the current Ambassadors Programs and the benefits they offer.

Read post 
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 October 20, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/42]

⚡ Friday!
It's been quite the week in crypto. Cointelegraph mistakenly boosted Bitcoin with an incorrect report of an ETF approval, Ripple's legal issues seem to be winding down, and the European Central Bank is moving forward with its digital Euro.
Here at Safe Haven, we're staying focused on our main goal: providing reliable Web3 tools for everyone.
As the world of crypto is shifting, our commitment to our community and making things user-friendly remains unshaken, ensuring our solutions are intuitive and accessible.
**That said, let's dive in to what happened this week!** 👇
✅ Comet 2.0
✅ The YKYC Principle
✅ Comet 2.0 Documentation
✅ Store SHA on your Ledger
✅ Safe Haven Wiki
And more!

Read post 
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 October 13, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/41]

⚡ Friday! Let's break down what happened this week! 👇
✅ X Spaces Recording
✅ Comet 2.0
✅ Inheriti® 2.0
✅ SafeID
✅ SafeKey Mobile
✅ Inheriti® Vault
✅ Empowering interoperability for innovators
✅ New SafeSwap Docs
And more!

Read post 
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 October 13, 2023 

 Insights 


SafeSwap: Empowering Interoperability for Web3 Innovators

SafeSwap is an atomic swapping platform, empowering Web3 innovators to explore endless opportunities by transferring their native tokens across chains and connecting with new user bases. This article explores why SafeSwap is the perfect solution for projects looking to enhance their operations while maintaining decentralization and security.

Read post 
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 October 6, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/40]

At Safe Haven, we not only value innovation, but even more so integrity, and we're dedicated to ensuring users can take back control over what they own.
That said, let's break down this week's events! 👇
✅ Tonight’s Web3 X Space!
✅ SafeSwap: Empowering Interoperability
✅ Attending European Blockchain Week
✅ The State of Inheriti® 2.0 (and SafeID)
✅ Wen Comet 2.0?


Read post 
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 September 29, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/39]

⚡ Friday!
Let's break down this week's exciting events! 👇
✅ What is SafeSwap? [VIDEO]
✅ October Staking Program
✅ Optimism Builders Grant for Inheriti®
✅ State of Inheriti® 2.0
✅ Automatically Swap Excess VTHO to SHA
✅ Upcoming Web3 X Space
And more! Read the full FF update!

Read post 
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 September 22, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/38]

Due to vacations and various activities happening behind the scenes, this week's FF will be concise.
There are some opportunities and developments that we are really excited about, and which we look forward to elaborating on in the upcoming weeks.

Read post 
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 September 15, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/37]

This week has been monumental, and no we’re not talking about Vitalik’s hack, we’re talking about SafeSwap.
Why? Because as most of you noticed, we’re expanding SafeSwap to two more blockchains (Base and Optimism), bringing the total to 6.
With this move, we continue to broaden SafeSwap’s reach, consequently expanding the reach of our entire ecosystem.
Let's break down this week's exciting events! 👇

Read post 
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 September 13, 2023 

 Insights 


Integrating Optimism into SafeSwap: The Opportunities for Builders on Optimism

As mentioned earlier, we have secured an Optimism builders grant to expand SafeSwap, and we are currently in the process of integrating the Optimism blockchain into SafeSwap.
In this article, we're breaking down the perks of this expansion and how it's paving the way for an exciting future for developers looking to build multichain dapps.

Read post 
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 September 8, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/36]

At Safe Haven, we recognize the need for security, innovation and accessibility in this evolving landscape.
As we explore the latest developments within our ecosystem, we remain committed to safeguarding your digital assets, ensuring their inheritability and preparing you for a blockchain-powered / multichain future.
Let’s dive into what happened this week! 

Read post 
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 September 6, 2023 

 Insights 


Leverage SafeSwap’s Atomic Swapping Protocol To Supercharge Your Project’s Cross-Chain Interoperability

In the world of blockchain, SafeSwap stands out as a groundbreaking innovation. Our cross-chain bridge uses a clever concept called atomic swaps.
This technology is changing multichain app development, and how developers and project owners work with different blockchains.
But what makes SafeSwap special when there are already many similar tools out there?
The answer is surprisingly simple yet significant.

Read post 
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 September 1, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/35]

In a year where users have lost an astounding $1.25 billion in crypto due to hacks and fraudulent activities, our solutions have become more relevant than ever.
Let's delve into the latest developments within Safe Haven and explore how we're working tirelessly to provide you with cutting-edge innovations to safeguard your digital assets and secure your financial legacy. 👇

Read post 
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 August 30, 2023 

 Insights 


Integrating Base into SafeSwap: The Opportunities for Builders on Base

Great news for project owners and bulders!
We are integrating Base into SafeSwap, and this is bringing some exciting opportunities.
In this article, we'll break down the benefits of this expansion and how it's shaping the future for all involved.

Read post 
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 August 25, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/34]

⚡ Friday! As we say farewell to the summer season and welcome the team back from their well-deserved holidays, it's time for another exciting Flash Friday update.
Let’s dive into what happened this week! 👇
✅ Expanding SafeSwap
✅ Optimism Grant
✅ Integrating Base
✅ Comet 2.0
✅ Inheriti® 2.0
And more!

Read post 
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 August 25, 2023 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Secures Optimism Builders Grant: Fueling SafeSwap’s Expansion

The integration of SafeSwap with Optimism opens the door to a future where the Safe Haven ecosystem, including products like Inheriti® 2.0 and Comet 2.0, gains accessibility across multiple blockchains. This endeavor is supported by the Optimism grant, which will expedite the integration process, enabling us to expand more swiftly than anticipated.
Initially, the integration offers the advantage of making the SHA token accessible on Optimism. Looking ahead, this integration holds the potential for products like Inheriti® and Comet to seamlessly align with Optimism's infrastructure.
This achievement marks an important milestone within the Safe Haven ecosystem, but it's important to note that this is just the beginning of a journey filled with potential!

Read post 
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 August 18, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/33]

⚡️ Friday! Let’s dive into what happened this week! 👇
✅ Inheriti® 2.0 Update
✅ Comet Wallet 2.0 Update
✅ Exploring Arbitrum for SafeSwap Integration
✅ Web3 Twitter X Space
✅ Magic Square Voting
✅ Web3 for Sustainability Masterclass

Read post 
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 August 11, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/31-32]

⚡️ Friday! Let’s dive into what happened this week! 👇
✅ First SafeSwap Whitelabel contract
✅ More SafeSwap blockchain integrations
✅ Ongoing Inheriti® and Comet developments
✅ Voting Magic Square
✅ Twitter Space with StartupGrind
✅ vechain.network nodes 100% uptime

Read post 
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 July 28, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/30]

Time flies, and we've already passed another week!
As we mentioned in our last Flash Friday update, the development of Inheriti® 2.0 is still in full swing (and it's likely to continue like that for a while).
Besides Inheriti®, a lot more is brewing behind the scenes here at Safe Haven and SafeTech.
Let's jump into what took place this week.👇

Read post 
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 July 27, 2023 

 Insights 


The Power of Inheriti® 2.0 – Use Cases Beyond Digital Inheritance

You may have caught a glimpse of the buzz surrounding the new and improved UI/UX design and the rebranding for Inheriti® 2.0 that we’re working on.
But did you know that there's so much more to Inheriti® than what meets the eye?
Did you know that Inheriti® is more than just a digital inheritance solution?
Let's dive into the remarkable use cases of Inheriti® 2.0 and explore some of the endless possibilities it will offer to safeguard your data.

Read post 
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 July 24, 2023 

 Insights 


The Advantages of Atomic Swaps for Cross-Chain Tokenization

The emergence of SafeSwap, our cross-chain bridge for atomic swaps, may leave you wondering about its unique value proposition, since there are already plenty of bridges out there.
In a previous article, we explored the limitations of wrapped tokens and why we built SafeSwap as an alternative solution.
Now, let's delve into the advantages of atomic swaps, the core technology behind SafeSwap, for cross-chain tokenization.

Read post 
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 July 21, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/29]

As the summer and holiday season are a few weeks in already, some of our team members are taking a well-deserved break to recharge. But, don't worry, we're still on top of things, and the show must go on!
Behind the scenes, we're working hard to push forward with our ongoing developments and set the stage for some exciting product releases in the coming months.
Let's dive in and check out the current state of Inheriti® 2.0! 👇

Read post 
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 July 14, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/28]

Big week in crypto!
In an important legal case, Ripple Labs achieved a significant win in a ruling issued by a judge last week. The court determined that Ripple's XRP token is not classified as a security when it is sold on exchanges. However, the ruling also stated that XRP can be considered a security when it is sold to institutional investors, meeting the criteria outlined in the Howey Test.
This legal victory is a crucial step for Ripple (and the crypto space in general) in their ongoing battle with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). The SEC had sought to impose additional regulations on the XRP token, arguing that it should be classified as a security. The ruling provides clarity on the classification of XRP, highlighting the complex nature of token regulation in the cryptocurrency industry.
On a similar note, it is worth mentioning that Safe Haven's SHA token, when evaluated in correlation with the U.S. Supreme Court's decision within SEC v. W.J. Howey Co., does not meet the criteria that would designate it as a security either. Instead, SHA is positioned as a utility token that primarily functions within the Safe Haven ecosystem, providing users with access to various products, services and functionalities.
As we continue our commitment to building an ecosystem with innovative solutions and SHA utility, we also remain dedicated to empowering individuals and businesses in safeguarding their own digital assets.
That said, let’s delve into the latest progress and updates across our key projects. 👇

Read post 
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 July 7, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/27]

⚡ Friday!
Week after week, crypto and web3 continue to gain traction and the demand for secure digital asset management solutions grows.
The affirmation from a prominent figure like Larry Fink, the CEO of BlackRock, earlier this week further solidifies the notion that cryptocurrencies are here to stay.
The need for robust, user-centric solutions like SafeSwap, SafeKey and Inheriti® becomes increasingly evident and we remain committed to empowering the people with these innovative solutions.
In line with this pursuit, we are happy to update you with this week’s progress on various key projects.
Let's dive right in!

Read post 
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 July 4, 2023 

 Insights 


The Importance (and Limitations) of Two-Factor Authentication (2FA)

The traditional approach of relying solely on passwords has proven to have limitations and risks. Ensuring the security of your online accounts has become more crucial than ever. 
Passwords can easily be compromised through various means such as phishing attacks, data breaches, or even simple guesswork.
Additionally, many people tend to reuse passwords or choose weak ones, leaving their accounts vulnerable to unauthorized access.
This is where Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) comes into play (or not? 🤔 ).

Read post 
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 June 30, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/26]

At Safe Haven, we believe that the future of digital asset management lies in empowering individuals to take ownership of their data and assets.
Our mission is to bridge the gap between users and revolutionary technology, allowing individuals to seamlessly manage their digital assets, protect their data and preserve their legacies.
Let’s dig into this week’s milestones 👇

Read post 
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 June 30, 2023 

 Insights 


Why We Created SafeSwap: Revolutionizing Cross-Chain Tokenization

In a market filled with bridges and swap solutions, you might be curious as to why we embarked on creating SafeSwap, our own cross-chain tokenization platform.
With numerous options already available, what sets SafeSwap apart?
Well, the answer is quite simple.
Let's take a look.

Read post 
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 June 26, 2023 

 Insights 


Enhancing Business Continuity Planning with Inheriti® and SafeKey

Leverage our powerful solutions like Inheriti® and SafeKey to protect your business and enhance your business continuity strategies.

Read post 
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 June 23, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/25]

⚡ Friday! And once again, this week we were reminded of the importance of being prepared and ensuring that our loved ones are taken care of, even in the face of unimaginable circumstances.
By embracing self-custody and decentralized ownership, we empower individuals to take control of their digital lives, ensuring that their legacy endures beyond their physical presence.
Let’s dive into what happened at Safe Haven this week! 👇
✅ Comet 2.0
✅ Inheriti® 2.0
✅ Earn up to $300 from SafeSwap!
✅ WalletConnect V2 Compatibility Issues
✅ Free SafeKeys
✅ Magma’s Security Audit
✅ Discussing The Future with xSPECTAR
✅ Upcoming Twitter Spaces

Read post 
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 June 16, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/24]

⚡ Friday! Amidst a seemingly quiet market and the perception of an empty space, we keep building to achieve our vision!
Here are the exciting highlights from Safe Haven this week.
Let's roll! 👇
✅ Inheriti® Dev Team Expansion
✅ The State of Comet 2.0 and Inheriti® 2.0
✅ VeChain.Network
✅ $SHA Verified On Copiosa
✅ SafeSwap WalletConnect
✅ Magma V1 Beta
✅ SafeSwap Commission Program

Read post 
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 June 9, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/23]

⚡ Friday! Big week for crypto! But what was going on at Safe Haven this week? 👇
✅ SafeSwap Commission Program Launched
✅ Enhanced SafeSwap Support
✅ SHA Staking Program for June and July
✅ Upcoming #COPcast with Copiosa
✅ Brussels Blockchain Week
✅ Congratulations to Tyler
Dream big, and let's continue to shape the future together #SHAman! 🔮🧙♂️

Read post 
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 June 2, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/22]

⚡ Friday! Let's explore the latest developments and updates from past week! 👇
✅ Twitter Spaces with @2Cold_XRPL Rescheduled to Upcoming Sunday
✅ June Staking Program is Now Open to Every $SHA Holder
✅ The Importance of Holding Native Assets (And Avoiding Wrapped Ones)
✅ How to Use SafeSwap for Your Favorite Project
✅ Earn Rewards with Our SafeSwap Commission Program
✅ Reviving the CGM
✅ Interview of @panosmek About Our Ecosystem
✅ New video about Safe Haven and @vechainofficial by @B_arri_C
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 May 26, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/21]

⚡ Friday! We invite you to take a look at what happend at Safe Haven this week, and join us as we continue on this exciting journey together. 👇
✅ Bridging The Gap Between Web2 and Web3 together with Copiosa
✅ Upcoming Twitter Spaces
✅ Growing Recognition for Our Ecosystem
✅ About Patents and Decentralization
✅ Upcoming Staking Program for June
✅ Progress on Comet 2.0
✅ Magma being honored
✅ And more!
Together, we can redefine the way we protect and manage our digital assets, ensuring a secure and prosperous future for all of us, #SHAman, and our families!
Have a great weekend! 💜 🧙
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 May 26, 2023 

 Partnerships 


Copiosa Partners with Safe Haven to Bring Synergies Between Both Ecosystems and Product Suites

We hinted on this one earlier already, and now we’re finally able to unveil our official partnership with Copiosa, an all-in-one cryptocurrency wallet application!
Here's what you need to know.
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 May 19, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/20]

⚡️ Friday! We remain focused on creating real value and utility for our community, users, businesses and beyond. Let’s dive into what happened this week! 👇
✅ Comet 2.0 Updates
✅ Safe Haven and VeChain: Empowering Sustainable Collaboration
✅ Pioneering Decentralized Seed Phrase Recovery in Cryptocurrency Security
✅ Safe Haven's SafeNode Journey
✅ Sneak Peek of Exciting New Partnership
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 May 12, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/19]

⚡ Friday! We remain focused on creating real value and utility for our community, users, businesses and beyond. Let’s dive into what happened this week! 👇
✅ Comet 2.0
✅ SafeSwap Whitelabel Integrations
✅ Ambassador Campaigns
✅ CGM Revival
✅ And more ongoing efforts!
We're glad to be making progress on all fronts and to have you SHAman along for the ride!
Enjoy your weekend! 🔮🧙♂️
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 May 5, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/18]

⚡ Friday! Although we can't reveal everything that's been happening behind the scenes just yet, let’s dive into what we can share this week! 👇
✅ New trademark for @inheriti_com
✅ $SHA Staking Program
✅ vechain.network upgrades for @vechainofficial
✅ Comet and Inheriti® Internal Testing
Enjoy the weekend and do not forget to take care of your loved ones #SHAman! 🔮🧙♂️
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 April 28, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/17]

⚡️ Friday! Let's dive in to what’s been happening at Safe Haven this week!👇
✅ Talking #AtomicSwaps and #SafeSwap with #vechain
✅ Staking Program for May Opened
✅ How to Stake and Setup a Safe Node?
✅ eMerge Conference in Miami
✅ #MiCa
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 April 21, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/16]

⚡️ Friday! Sit back and get inspired as we take you through the milestones of our past week 👇
✅ Our CEO joining vechain’s Dev Meet Up in Dublin
✅ Revolutionizing Real Estate with Magma
✅ Comet 2.0 Updates
✅ Internal Testing of New Inheriti® Features
✅ SafeSwap Solving the Bottleneck of Wrapped Tokens
✅ Alex Visiting eMerge Americas
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 April 14, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/15]

⚡ Friday! Sit back and relax as we take you through the highlights of our past week👇
✅ New SafeSwap Listing
✅ SafeSwap Integrated into a 3rd Party Wallet
✅ Comet 2.0 Updates
✅ Inheriti® and the Future of Inheritance
✅ VeChain.Network
✅ eMerge Americas
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 April 14, 2023 

 Announcements 


New SafeSwap Listing: Legacy Network ($LGCT)

We are happy to introduce the latest addition to the SafeSwap platform: Legacy Network ($LGCT). This Swiss-Liechtenstein technology company is dedicated to improving the mental clarity, awareness, and overall well-being of its users through a gamified, interactive learning experience.
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 April 7, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/14]

⚡️ Friday! Take a deep breath, grab a cup of coffee, and settle in for all the latest news from Safe Haven of past week. 👇
✅ Announcing VeChain.Network
✅ Digital Real Estate Twins with Magma Real Estate
✅ Mad Viking Games Going MultiChain via SafeSwap.io
✅ SafeSwap Listed on DappRadar
✅ Full Recap of 2023 Q1
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 April 6, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Safe Haven’s Overview Q1 – 2023
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 March 31, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/13]

⚡ As every Friday, we're here to keep you updated on all things Safe Haven:
✅ Expanding The Team
✅ Increased Staking Pools
✅ New Staking Period
✅ Comet 2.0 Updates
✅ A Job Offer
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 March 30, 2023 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Expands by Appointing Dr. Justin Goldston as a Grant Advisor and Inheriti® Representative!

📢 Exciting news!
We are thrilled to welcome @phd_justin, a renowned expert in education, research & blockchain as an advisor to $SHA.
His focus on grants & expertise in #web3 will be invaluable as we continue to innovate & create secure solutions for the Safe Haven ecosystem like @Inheriti_com, @SafeKeyU2F, safeswap.io, Comet 2.0 and more!
Read the full announcement here.
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 March 24, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/12]

⚡ While it hasn't been the most eventful week, we do have some exciting updates to share on this Flash Friday:
✅ @SafeHavenio finally verified on Twitter
✅ @jurgenschouppe at Paris Blockchain Week
✅ Exploring synergies with @magmarealestate
✅ In the middle of Comet 2.0 Beta Testing Program
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 March 17, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/11]

The previous weeks have been very busy, checkout some of our major highlights:
👨💻 Beta Testing #Comet 2.0 Monday
📚 Reflection Article about #TheHiVe conference hosted by @vechainofficial
🎙 Privacy and Security Twitter Space hosted by @xx_network 
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 March 17, 2023 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven’s Reflection and Experience during the HiVe Conference in Las Vegas
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 March 10, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/10]

📢 Last week at Safe Haven 👇
✅ Back from The HiVe
✅ Development & Testing of Inheriti® Features
✅ Comet 2.0 Private Beta
✅ Built Different
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 March 3, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/09]

All about The HiVe in this week’s Flash Friday! 🐝
✅ Safe Haven’s Booth at The HiVe
✅ Showcasing our Web3 Ecosystem
✅ Limited SafeKey “The HiVe” Deal!
✅ The HiVe Live Stream
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 February 24, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/08]

Did someone say Friday?
Time for this week’s recap! 🥳🍻
✅ Strategic partnership w/ StartupGrind
✅ Our booth at vechainofficial’s #TheHiVe
✅ $SHA trading & LP pool on VeRocket
✅ And revealing more than planned👀
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 February 17, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/07]

Friday! 🥳 Here’s what happened this week:
✅ Last chance to claim your @SafeKeyU2F ❤️Lovers Pack with discount
✅ Patent & @Inheriti_com trademark updates
✅ Growing partner network
✅ $SHA holders ATH

Read post 
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 February 10, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/06]

Friday! 🥳 Time for the weekly highlights:
✅ @jurgenschouppe invited to KuCoin's Twitter Spaces
✅ Comet 2.0
✅ SEC & Kraken settlement shows importance of self-custody & decentralization
✅ $SHA's commitment to utility, accessibility & omnipresence

Read post 
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 February 3, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/05]

With artificial intelligence and data narratives on the rise, it’s essential that we ensure our valuable information is secure and protected. In the coming years, this need for protection will only continue to grow, making encrypted data backups and digital inheritance increasingly important.
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 January 27, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/04]

Recently, interests of a few #EVM blockchains have increased towards #DeFi inheritance and they stressed the need for our @Inheriti_com and atomic swapping #SafeSwap protocols during meetings this week.
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 January 20, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/03]

Dive into our weekly update to see recent developments:
⛓ New #SafeSwap Listings
👨💻 Further Comet UI/UX Testing
🏦 @stripe Integration in #Inheriti
🎨 Revamped @SafeKeyU2F Branding
📲 Finalizing API-endpoints of @Inheriti_com Vault and #SafeKey Mobile
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 January 13, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2023/02]

Dive into some of the milestones achieved during the week:
👨⚖️ @Inheriti_com Patents Unopposed
🏦 @kucoincom Increases $SHA Decimal Positions in Order Books
🏛 @vechainofficial Featured SafeSwap’s Total Liquidity Locked
🧙♂️ @ShamanicOracles Staking Pool
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 January 6, 2023 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/52-2023/01]

Take a look at some updates released this week as we prepare to revamp our product suite in the new year:
💰 $SHA Staking in 2023
⛓ New SafeSwap Listing
💳 Stripe Integration Testing
🏦 Testing UI of Comet Wallet V2
🔐 VenonymousV Inheriti® Contest
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 December 28, 2022 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Staking Program 2023
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 December 23, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/51]

Take a gander at our weekly update report as we close the year strong:
📝 CEO Letter — @jurgenschouppe
🗺 #RoadMap of 2023 and beyond
🧬 Evolution of product suite article
👨🎨 Rebranding of our @SafeKeyU2F
🎙 Monthly #VET leaders discussion
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 December 22, 2022 

 Announcements 


SafeKey Rebranding: New Names, New Brand Style and a Limited Offer for Our Community!
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 December 21, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Looking Back to The Future – Safe Haven’s Ecosystem in 2023 and Beyond

In this article, we aim to provide a better understanding of the fundamentals that have been built over the past five years, the milestones we have achieved, and the choices we have made along the way. We also want to share our actionable roadmap for 2023 and beyond.
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 December 17, 2022 

 Announcements 


A Letter From Our CEO
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 December 16, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/50]

Read our Flash Friday update to catch the highlights from last week:
🔑 New #SafeSwap listing
🎁 5th Anniversary on Dec 17th
🏠 Partnership with @Landshareio
🏆 Ongoing Sticker Design Contest
👨💻 Leveraging our B2B2C #DeFi suite
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 December 16, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Landshare Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance and Backup Protocols via Inheriti®!
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 December 10, 2022 

 Announcements 


Sticker Pack Design Contest
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 December 9, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/49]

Read our Friday update to see what happened during the previous week:
⛓ New #Blockchain Advisors
🤝 Partnership Developments
👨👩👧👦 Live Inheriti® Demos
🛠 #Comet v2 is ahead of schedule
🎂 5th Year Anniversary on Dec 17th
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 December 2, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/48]

Take a look at some of the highlights from this week’s Flash update:
🎙 AMA #VeChain Leaders
🏦 @Venly_io Wallet support integrated within @Inheriti_com
🧙♂️@ShamanicOracles Staking
📲 $SHA December Staking Pools
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 November 25, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/47]

Take a look at some of the updates from this week:
🎙 Recorded #AMA with King Solomon
🎁 #BlackFriday & #CyberMonday
🗓 #Vechain Project Leaders Space, on November 29th, at 4pm CST
📱 Sneak peek image of the loading screen for #SafeKeyMobile
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 November 19, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/45+46]

Take a look at some of our recent updates from the past two weeks:
🎙 #AMA with @XRP_OWL
🌐 #Vechain Project Leaders Space
🎁 #BlackFriday & #CyberMonday
📱 #SafeNode displays node balances as normal after VeChain node update

Read post 
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 November 4, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/44]

Take a look at some of the recent updates from this weeks’ report:
👨💻 New #SafeTech Website
🎙 #AMA with @DragonsoftheW
📦 @SafeKeyU2F Bundle Packages
👨🔧 Beta-Testing @Venly_io Integration within @Inheriti_com to begin mapping smart contract migration.
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 October 28, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/42+43]

Highlights of the Flash Friday report:
🏛 Success at the @StartupGrind Accelerator Exhibition.
🤝 Partnership with @xspectar to utilize @Inheriti_com.
🎙 Invited to #CRO space hosted by @DragonsoftheW.
📲 $SHA trading competition on @PlenaFinance soon.
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 October 14, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/41]

Highlights of the Friday report:
📲 PlenaFinance launched our SHA/BUSD staking pool.
🤝 Partnership to integrate Inheriti with i_am_hapi_one.
🎙 Invited to CRO space hosted by DragonsoftheW.
📨 Promo material prepared for StartupGrind Accelerator.
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 October 14, 2022 

 Announcements, Partnerships 


HAPI Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance/Backup Protocols via Inheriti®!

Safe Haven is excited to announce that HAPI is fortifying recovery methods for their ecosystem by integrating Inheriti®!
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 October 7, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/40]

Dive into our weekly Flash report to see recent developments:
🕵️♂️ Q3 Review
🏦 #SHA Staking on Plena Finance
📰 Featured in Startup Grind Top 40
🛠 Additional #Inheriti Wallet Support
🧙♂️ Airdrop of Chakra #NFTs Complete
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 October 4, 2022 

 Press 


The Solution CZ is Looking for – Revealed
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 September 30, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/39]

⚡️Flash Friday⚡️
🎥 "Crypto News" reviewed $SHA.
🎙 Algo/VET Twitter Space with MadVApes and StocktwitsNFTs.
💰 $50k total liquidity injected within the SHA/BUSD liquidity pool of PancakeSwap.
🏫 Inheriti® featured in a case study from Jacob Goldston, at Pennsylvania State University.
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 September 23, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/38]

Checkout highlights from this week’s Flash Friday report:
🎟 Received ticket for Accelerator Exhibition, in San Francisco, hosted by Startup Grind on October 20th.
🤝 More news about our partnership with Plena Finance.
👨💻 Inheriti® wallet support update.
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 September 16, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/37]

Some highlights from our weekly Flash Friday report:
🏛 Invited to @StartupGrind’s Summit in San Francisco, on October 20th.
🎙 Spoke about #Inheriti support during @xspectar’s show.
🎬 Interview with @RuleXRP.
🎁 Celebrating @worldofv_art’s anniversary.
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 September 9, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/36]

Take a look at some highlights from our weekly Flash Friday:
🏛 Invited to Accelerator Exhibition
🤝 Multiple Partnerships TBA
🕵️♂️ Exchanges Tracking $SHA
🎙 #AMA with @RuleXRP
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 September 2, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/35]

🏛 Accepted within Startup Program; partnership with Startup Grind
🤝 Integrating Inheriti® and #FIDO2 protocols with a newly acquired partner’s DAPP
📣 #SafeSwap media coverage
🎙 Crosschain Twitter Space
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 August 26, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/34]

Checkout the highlights from this week’s Flash Friday:
⚡️ VEED listing to #SafeSwap's #atomicbridge
🔀 SafeSwap Dashboard Update
🔑 SafeKey Website and Webshop Update
💸 Paying with $SHA on @worldofv_art
🎤 Interview with @2cold_xrpl, 50k SHA price pool
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 August 19, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/33]

Highlights of the week:
🧞♂️ @VIMworldGlobal goes cross chain with #SafeSwap protocols by enabling atomic swaps for $VEED.
🔐 EPO #Patent Validation Phase has been completed for 7 countries.
🏠 @magmarealestate utilizing @Inheriti_com and other services.
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 August 12, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/32]

Checkout some of the highlights from this week’s Flash Friday:
🧑💻 $SHA was represented by @cryptosvet_si and @AlexCSHAman at the Blockchain Futurist Conference
🎙 #AMA with @ChainEstateDAO and interview with @We_GotNext
🧙♂️ @ShamanicOracles snapshot
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 August 5, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/31]

Highlights from this week’s Flash Friday report:
🦾 #SafeSwap’s atomic swapping protocols stand strong, whereas bridges that utilize wrapped token protocols prove to be a failure.
🎙 Two interviews are scheduled with our CPO, @Nebula_Matrix.
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 July 29, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/30]

This week the team set foundations for multiple faucets of scalability and growth; checkout the highlights below‼️
🏠 Real Estate #Security
🔗 #Linktree Landing Page
🤝 Multiple Partners TBA
🛡 #Metaverse Protection Packages
🎙 Multiple Interviews Coming Soon
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 July 22, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/29]

Fellow #SHAman, take a look at some of the highlights from this week:
🇨🇳 #Inheriti® Trademark China
🤝 #XRPL Blockchain Advisor
👨⚖️ Inheriti® Representative Program
👀 Update Ambassador NFT's
💰 New @ShamanicOracles Staking $WOV and Chakra #NFT Pools
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 July 22, 2022 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Expands by Appointing Panos Mekras as an XRPL Advisor and Inheriti® Representative!

In addition to increasing integration opportunities with projects building on XRPL, Panos will also help reduce the barriers of Inheriti® mass adoption by educating his audiences and influential networks with the necessary tools provided by Safe Haven.
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 July 15, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/28]

Take a look at the highlights from this week:
👀 New #SafeSwap listing soon
🇪🇺 EU Patent Certification Received
🎙 @MrsKelleyOhh and @Nebula_Matrix discuss the partnership with @BlueStudios_io via Twitter Space
👨👩👧👦 @StonerPunksNFT integrated @Inheriti_com
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 July 13, 2022 

 Reviews 


Safe Haven – What it is & How to Buy

Since 2017, Safe Haven has been using blockchain and its own innovative security and storage protocols to provide clients with safe, efficient methods of managing and transferring their digital assets.


Source:
 CRYPTOHOLICS 
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 July 8, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/27]

Here are a few of the highlights from this week’s #FlashFriday update:
🤝 @BlueStudios_io Partnership
✅ Top 10 Polygon Projects
🕵️♂️ Quartely review
🖼 Ambassador NFT update
🎁 Active Giveaways
Read the Flash for more info:
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 July 8, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Blue Studios Labs and Safe Haven Form a Partnership to Implement DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V1 Inheriti® Integration!

Blue Studios provides a family-friendly platform enabling an edutainment play-to-earn environment. Read this article to understand how an Inheriti® integration will fortify security and inheritance protocols for the digital assets within the Blue Studios Labs ecosystem.
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 July 1, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/26]

Flash Friday Highlights
✅ @Inheriti_com trademark registered within Hong Kong 🇭🇰
✅ V2 #Inheriti integration with @INKAEmpireVNFT 🤝
✅ Partnerships and #AMA sessions are being arranged with #giveaway activities 🎁
✅ New #SafeSwap listing 👨💻
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 July 1, 2022 

 Announcements, Partnerships 


Hot Banano Club NFT Enters a Partnership with Safe Haven to Implement DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V2 Inheriti® Integration!
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 June 24, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/25]

Flash Friday Highlights
✅ @Inheriti_com trademark registered within Hong Kong 🇭🇰
✅ V2 #Inheriti integration with @INKAEmpireVNFT 🤝
✅ Partnerships and #AMA sessions are being arranged with #giveaway activities 🎁
✅ New #SafeSwap listing 👨💻

Read post 
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 June 20, 2022 

 Partnerships 


The Inka Empire and Safe Haven Partner to Implement an Ambassador NFT Airdrop and V2 Inheriti® Integration!

The Inka Empire partners with Safe Haven to secure decentralized inheritance protocols of NFTs and other crypto assets via Inheriti® integration.
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 June 17, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/24]
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 June 10, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/23]
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 June 10, 2022 

 Press 


SafeSwap Debuts “Atomic Swap”, Secure Cross-chain Transfer of Native Tokens

As the United States government progresses towards regulating cryptocurrency and making it a staple of the world’s strongest economy, the crypto market is still experiencing a slump.


Source:
 Crypto Mode 
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 June 3, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/22]

Amongst many other meetings, Co-Founder/COO Andy and CPO Tyler joined a Top 10 cryptocurrency on a special podcast‼️
If you want to learn more about what our team has done this week, checkout our Flash Friday
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 June 3, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Lux Lion NFT Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V1 Inheriti® Integration!

Read this article to better understand how Lux Lions will be integrating Inheriti® to provide DeFi inheritance services for clients within their metaverse!
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 June 3, 2022 

 Press 


Safe Haven’s SafeSwap Opens the Door for Crypto-Projects to Go Multi-chain


Source:
 CryptoNews 
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 May 27, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/21]

Read post 
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 May 27, 2022 

 Announcements 


Shamanic Oracles Deep-Dive: Fusion Protocols and Ranked Rarity Stratification to Enhance the Utility of NFTs within P2E Tournaments!

Safe Haven's official NFT collection, the Shamanic Oracles, has introduced a new fusion and rarity stratification system; players can burn two NFT characters of the same gender and level, so that each player can build their minted Fusion NFTs with the desired attributes available from the categories of both burnt NFTs.
Read this walkthrough to better understand the fusion utility and rarity stratification protocols being implemented within the Shamanic Oracles NFT project. Additional information about play-to-earn strategies and farming/staking capabilities will become made available at a later date! 
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 May 20, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/20]
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 May 20, 2022 

 Announcements 


Distribution and Enhancement of Utility Rewards within the Safe Haven Product Suite

Safe Haven manages multiple DeFi products, that all require services to be paid in $SHA, and this article will provide an overview of the potential utility rewards to be shared by Node Holders — when products are added or amended within the suite, protocols are implemented by the foundation to benefit the holders soft-locking large amounts of $SHA tokens via Nodes!
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 May 16, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Bored Apes XRP Club Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V1 Inheriti® Integration!

Bored Apes XRP Club is fortifying security and recovery methods for their ecosystem, by partnering with Safe Haven and integrating Inheriti®, to ensure all NFTs within their current and future collections remain accessible via decentralized inheritance or personal backup protocols.
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 May 13, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/19]
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 May 9, 2022 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven’s SafeSwap Solution is the Missing Link in the Quest for Multi-Chain Capability

Last week, Safe Haven officially launched SafeSwap, a decentralized atomic swapping platform, where tokens can be swapped between different blockchains.

Read post 
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 May 6, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/18]

STOP WORKING, START DRINKING! 🍹 OR DO BOTH!

Read post 
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 May 6, 2022 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Officially Welcomes SafeSwap to the Product Suite

Safe Haven is excited to announce the official launch of the SafeSwap Atomic Swap platform. After extensive community review and cybersecurity testing, SafeSwap is ready to be released to the public, opening a world of opportunity to projects across several EVM blockchains. 

Read post 
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 May 6, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Chain Estate DAO Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V1 Inheriti® Integration!

Read post 
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 May 6, 2022 

 Announcements 


Introduction to the Shamanic Oracles NFT Collection and P2E Game

Read this introduction to better understand the utility protocols being implemented within the Shamanic Oracles NFT project. Additional information about play-to-earn strategies available within the gaming sector being developed will come later! 

Read post 
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 May 5, 2022 

 Announcements 


What is The Role Of SHA in SafeSwap and How Does It Affects Safe Haven’s Tokenomics?

We are excited to release SafeSwap as part of Safe Haven's trusted ecosystem as it unlocks an important community reward mechanism for Safe Haven token (SHA) tokenomics.

Read post 
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 May 4, 2022 

 Announcements 


Merchandise Design Contest

Read post 
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 April 29, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/17]

Read post 
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 April 22, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/16]

Read post 
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 April 22, 2022 

 Partnerships 


World of V and Safe Haven Partner to Implement a V2 Inheriti® Integration and Much More!

World of V and Safe Haven partner to implement a V2 Inheriti® integration, an Ambassador NFT minting page, $SHA Token Utility on their NFT Marketplace, and a minting page for the Official Shamanic Oracles NFT Collection!

Read post 
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 April 19, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Vananessiea Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V1 Inheriti® Intregration! 

Vananessiea is fortifying security and recovery methods for their ecosystem, by partnering with Safe Haven and integrating Inheriti®, to ensure all NFTs within their current and future collections remain accessible via decentralized inheritance or personal backup protocols.

Read post 
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 April 15, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/15]

Read post 
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 April 13, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Virtual Flame Studios Partners with Safe Haven to Integrate DeFi Inheritance Protocols via V1 Inheriti® Integration!

Virtual Flame Studios (VFS) is an organization that develops NFT collections and play-to-earn blockchain games – their goal is to create unique utility protocols, on the Vechain blockchain, that drive demand and increase value of the NFTs within the ecosystem.  

Read post 
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 April 11, 2022 

 Partnerships 


StonerPunks and Safe Haven Partner to Implement an Ambassador NFT Airdrop and Inheriti® Integration (V2)!

Clients that establish a decentralized inheritance plan, via Stoner Punk’s Inheriti® referral link, will receive an NFT that has utility within Stoner Punk’s airdrop events and upcoming play-to-earn blockchain game.

Read post 
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 April 8, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/14]

Read post 
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 April 5, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Safe Haven Partners with VFox Alliance to Provide VFox Members with Decentralized Inheritance & Backups

VFox Alliance is fortifying security and recovery methods for their ecosystem, by partnering with Safe Haven and integrating Inheriti®, to ensure all NFTs within their current and future collections remain accessible via decentralized inheritance or personal backup protocols.

Read post 
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 April 1, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/13]

Read post 
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 April 1, 2022 

 Announcements 


Discover Our Improved Node Reward System for Safe Node Holders

One of our Q1 2022 Roadmap items is an improved Node Reward System. The most important benefit in this system is receiving a share of the node rewards pool.

Read post 
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 April 1, 2022 

 Partnerships 


VerseX and Safe Haven Enhance Inheriti® Integration to Version 2 by Implementing NFT Rewards! 

Clients that establish a decentralized inheritance plan, via VerseX’s Inheriti® referral link, will receive a special NFT that has utility within VerseX’s metaverse and/or trading card lines.

Read post 
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 March 25, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/12]

Read post 
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 March 22, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Safe Haven Partners with Mad Ⓥ-Apes to Provide DeFi Inheritance and Personal Backup Services for Members within their Metaverse Community

Mad Ⓥ-Apes is fortifying security and recovery methods for their ecosystem, by partnering with Safe Haven and integrating Inheriti®, to ensure all NFTs within their current and future collections remain accessible via decentralized inheritance or personal backup protocols; in addition to an Inheriti® integration, Safe Haven and MVA will have an NFT collaboration for our upcoming SHAman NFT collection.

Read post 
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 March 18, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/11]

Read post 
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 March 18, 2022 

 Press 


Safe Haven’s Inheriti® A Digital Inheritance Solution for Cryptocoin Holders

There are many tragic news stories of people who have either misplaced the private keys to their cryptocurrency wallets or died unexpectedly, leaving their relatives unable to access their crypto fortune they worked hard to earn.


Source:
 Cryptopolitan 

Read post 
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 March 18, 2022 

 Announcements 


Revolutionary Atomic Swapping With Safe Haven’s SafeSwap

SafeSwap is a revolutionary atomic swap platform that enables tokens to transfer between compatible blockchains. This easy-to-use swap mechanism enables projects to deploy their developed solutions on other blockchains, all while benefiting from speedy and low-cost transactions.

Read post 
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 March 17, 2022 

 Announcements 


Wallets Supported By SafeSwap V1

SafeSwap wants to be a cross-chain bridge with a great and intuitive UI and UX. Therefore we'll integrate as much wallets as we can.

Read post 
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 March 16, 2022 

 Announcements 


Blockchains Supported By SafeSwap V1

SafeSwap works with blockchains based on Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Additional blockchains will be added over time, beginning with a larger pool of Ethereum Virtual Machine-based protocols.

Read post 
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 March 15, 2022 

 Tutorials 


How to Set Up A Decentralized Inheritance Plan?

Setup an Inheritance Plan in just a few steps

Read post 
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 March 15, 2022 

 Deep-Dive Series 


10 Benefits Of Using SafeSwap For Your Blockchain Project

As a blockchain project builder you always wonder which blockchain will suit your project best. Which one will have the most suitable infrastructure, the lowest fees, the fastest transactions, the most users? SafeSwap got you covered!

Read post 
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 March 12, 2022 

 Press 


Inheriting Bitcoin Is Harder Than It Sounds

A growing number of financial advisers and estate planners have realized that passing down crypto isn’t so easy.


Source:
 Vox 

Read post 
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 March 11, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/10]

✅ SafeSwap teaser + how it works
✅ Special SafeKey deal
✅ First SafeSwap Listing Partner
✅ Safe Haven Discord
✅ And more

Read post 
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 March 11, 2022 

 Deep-Dive Series 


A Closer Look At How SafeSwap Works

The process of swapping tokens from Wallet A on Blockchain X to Wallet B on Blockchain Y.

Read post 
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 March 10, 2022 

 Deep-Dive Series 


The Basics Of SafeSwap Explained

SafeSwap is a reliable, decentralized protocol. At release, SafeSwap will support atomic swaps, which allows a user to swap a token from one blockchain to another.

Read post 
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 March 8, 2022 

 Announcements 


New SafeSwap Listing: Dohrnii Is The First Project To List On SafeSwap

We’re glad to announce the first project to list their token on SafeSwap and use our revolutionary atomic swap protocol to take utility cross-chain: Dohrnii ($DHN).

Read post 
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 March 7, 2022 

 Deep-Dive Series 


A First Glance Of SafeSwap V1

As we've already mentioned a few times in the past weeks, you can expect a small buildup to create awareness prior to the release of our SafeSwap platform.
The teasers below are a first step towards finalizing the release of SafeSwap V1.

Read post 
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 March 4, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/09]

Read post 
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 March 4, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Roadmap Update 2022/Q1-Q3

Read post 
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 February 26, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Preparing Ukiyoe Warriors Inheriti® Integration for their NFT Launch on February 28th

The partnership between Safe Haven and Ukiyoe Warriors began through a collaboration within the first NFT collection, announced on January 24th of 2022, which included an Inheriti® integration with their organization; all NFT holders of Ukiyoe Warriors will be able to establish a decentralized inheritance plan, via referral link, and opt to donate 5% of their service fee to UW’s foundation wallet. 

Read post 
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 February 25, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/08]

Read post 
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 February 24, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Safe Haven and VeGnomes Partner to Integrate Inheriti® and Establish an Official NFT Collection

VeGnomes is fortifying security and recovery methods for their ecosystem, by partnering with Safe Haven and integrating Inheriti®, to ensure all NFTs within their current and future collections remain accessible.

Read post 
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 February 22, 2022 

 Partnerships 


Safe Haven Partners with Yoniverse, an XRPL Entity, to Bolster the Inheritance Protocols of their Platform and NFTs within the Community!

Safe Haven will provide Annkan a special link to integrate Inheriti with Yoniverse’s platform, displayed via button labeled ‘Create a Decentralized Inheritance Plan’

Read post 
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 February 18, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/07]

Read post 
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 February 17, 2022 

 Announcements 


We Have Been Awarded A U.S. Patent To Protect Our Solutions!

We just received a Notice of Allowance for 34 claims within our U.S. patent filing!

Read post 
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 February 11, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/06]

Read post 
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 February 11, 2022 

 Partnerships 


BlackVeMarket and Safe Haven Establish an All-in-One Partnership to Provide DeFi Inheritance Services for NFT Projects Building on Their Marketplace!

BlackVeMarket (BVM) provides an online web3 platform enabling clients to buy and sell NFTs in a decentralized manner; the marketplace houses many NFT projects and artist collections, all of which will gain Inheriti® support from this partnership, along with any project or artist that ports to the marketplace at later dates.

Read post 
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 February 4, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/05]
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 January 28, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/04]

Read post 
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 January 21, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/03]
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 January 21, 2022 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Teams Up with Music Producers to Enhance Awareness for Their Product Suite

To provide the community with heart-felt collectibles, Safe Haven has collaborated with VeSongs, AirWorthy, and DJ Burnz to mint music NFTs on the VeChainThor Blockchain. As producers, the collaborators above have dropped several NFT soundtracks for VeChain projects to include, VeThugs, MadV-Apes, StonerPunks, VeSongs. We support their individual efforts and respect their diligence in representing each project accurately, before producing a track.

Read post 
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 January 19, 2022 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Expands Communications Department

Safe Haven is pleased to announce the expansion of our Communications Department. As we progress through our product life cycles, we have identified a greater need for transparency regarding updates, partnerships, integrations, and marketing efforts.

Read post 
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 January 14, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/02]
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 January 7, 2022 

 Project Updates 


Flash Development Update [2022/01]
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 December 25, 2021 

 Partnerships 


Safe Haven and Mad Viking Games Partner to Secure Digital Inheritance Protocols for Cryptocurrency

Mad Viking Games (MVG) are building games that utilize NFTs and cryptocurrencies for play-to-earn opportunities on the VeChain blockchain — to reduce the chance of digital assets becoming inaccessible, MVG is partnering with Safe Haven to integrate Inheriti with their platform.
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 December 1, 2021 

 Press 


Inheriti: Supporting the Digital World With Impeccable Inheritance Plans and Backup Solutions

Inheriti is the latest addition to the ever-expanding solutions from Safe Haven. They are revolutionizing the digital space by providing a secure and patented, inheritance and backup solutions.


Source:
 Bloomberg 

Read post 
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 December 1, 2021 

 Press 


Inheriti: Supporting the Digital World With Impeccable Inheritance Plans and Backup Solutions

Inheriti is the latest addition to the ever-expanding solutions from Safe Haven. They are revolutionizing the digital space by providing a secure and patented, inheritance and backup solutions.


Source:
 Nasdaq 
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 December 1, 2021 

 Press 


Inheriti: Supporting the Digital World With Impeccable Inheritance Plans and Backup Solutions

Inheriti is the latest addition to the ever-expanding solutions from Safe Haven. They are revolutionizing the digital space by providing a secure and patented, inheritance and backup solutions.


Source:
 Yahoo Finance 
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 December 1, 2021 

 Press 


Inheriti: Supporting the Digital World With Impeccable Inheritance Plans and Backup Solutions

Inheriti is the latest addition to the ever-expanding solutions from Safe Haven. They are revolutionizing the digital space by providing a secure and patented, inheritance and backup solutions.


Source:
 Sherwood Park News 
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 December 1, 2021 

 Press 


Inheriti: Supporting the Digital World With Impeccable Inheritance Plans and Backup Solutions

Inheriti is the latest addition to the ever-expanding solutions from Safe Haven. They are revolutionizing the digital space by providing a secure and patented, inheritance and backup solutions.


Source:
 Benzinga 
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 December 1, 2021 

 Press 


Inheriti: Supporting the Digital World With Impeccable Inheritance Plans and Backup Solutions

Inheriti is the latest addition to the ever-expanding solutions from Safe Haven. They are revolutionizing the digital space by providing a secure and patented, inheritance and backup solutions.


Source:
 Newsfile 

Read post 
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 November 30, 2021 

 Reviews 


Safe Haven Atomic Swap (SafeSwap) Beta Testing and Review

The Safe Haven team has announced the atomic swap feature (SafeSwap) of their native SHA token across multiple blockchains. The platform has requested their community members to thoroughly test and review the feature. The project is only allowing whitelisted members to participate in the testing process.


Source:
 Altcoin Buzz 

Read post 
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 November 30, 2021 

 Tutorials 


How to Use The Comet Wallet

This article contains detailed steps on how you can install, set up, and use the Comet wallet application.


Source:
 Altcoin Buzz 
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 November 18, 2021 

 Reviews 


Safe Haven: Pioneering Decentralized Solutions

Safe Haven is a decentralized B2B2C platform for digital asset management and financial technology solutions.


Source:
 Newsbit 

Read post 
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 November 14, 2021 

 Reviews 


Safe Haven: en route to becoming the ‘Decentralized Inheritance’ powerhouse


Source:
 Grumpy Turtle 
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 October 28, 2021 

 Partnerships 


Safe Haven and VPunks Partnership: The Age of Inheriti Integration and Gamification

VPunks are securing the survival of their digital ecosystem, by implementing DeFi inheritance and backup solutions via Inheriti integration, which is a revolutionary ‘NFT Punk’ blockchain project that was the first to implement a utility token, gaming concepts, and staking models on the VeChain Blockchain!

Read post 
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 October 21, 2021 

 Announcements, Press, Project Updates 


Safe Haven/SafeTech — European Patent Progress Update

SafeTech management recently received word as of October 18, 2021 that pending European Patent: EP3654578 METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR CRYPTOGRAPHIC PRIVATE KEY MANAGEMENT FOR SECURE MULTIPARTY STORAGE AND TRANSFER OF INFORMATION, is now intended to be granted.


Source:
 European Patent Register 

Read post 
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 September 17, 2021 

 Press 


Using Bug Bounty Programs to Tackle Cryptocurrency Security Challenges

In this blog post, Intigriti sits down with Safe Haven’s Chief Technology Officer (CTO) and CEO, Jürgen Schouppe, to discuss cryptocurrency security challenges, as well as how the organisation ensures their product is secure in a world where cybercrime is forever on the rise. 


Source:
 Intigriti 
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 September 5, 2021 

 Deep-Dive Series 


Inheriti Deep-Dive Series // 005 : Introducing Inheriti — An Overview of Key Features and Benefits

Read post 
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 September 1, 2021 

 Deep-Dive Series 


Inheriti Deep-Dive Series // 004 : Everything You Didn’t Realize You Needed from a Digital Inheritance Platform

Read post 
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 August 30, 2021 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven’s Vibrant New Website Is Tailored For Retail And Business Expansion

Having dropped plenty of teasers and images, we are very pleased to finally announce the launch of the new Safe Haven website. Many hours have been spent tailoring what will act as the front-line provider of information regarding all things related to the organization, products and solutions, tokenomics, and professional contact points.
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 August 20, 2021 

 Deep-Dive Series 


Inheriti Deep-Dive Series // 003 : Why Traditional Inheritance Plans Don’t Work for Digital Assets

Read post 
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 August 10, 2021 

 Announcements 


Safe Haven Announces Key Changes to the Organization Structure

Safe Haven is excited to announce a number of key changes and improvements to our organization structure that will support our vision in becoming a household name across both blockchain and traditional markets for protecting, securing and facilitating the controlled transfer of private data, digital assets and Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).
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 August 1, 2021 

 Deep-Dive Series 


Inheriti Deep-Dive Series // 002 : Seven Reasons to Create a Digital Inheritance Plan
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 July 15, 2021 

 Deep-Dive Series 


Inheriti Deep-Dive Series // 001 : What is Digital Inheritance?

Read post 
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